Legal statement

This [www.b-payment.com](http://www.b-payment.com) website (hereinafter referred to as “the Site”) is developed and operated by B-Payment Zrt. (registered seat: H-1132 Budapest, Váci út 4., company trade registration number: 01-10-047882; tax no:2472237-2-41, EU VAT: HU2472237, hereinafter referred to as “B-Payment”).

This legal statement sets the terms of use of the Site. Please read these terms carefully! By accessing, browsing and/or using this Site you agree to the following terms. You also agree that B-Payment may amend and/or revise this document at its own discretion right, and you agree to be bound by these revisions and amendments without any notice. If you do not agree with these terms, please stop using this Site.

The copyrights of the layout of the Site, trademarks, graphics (ie: logo), pictures, articles, and any and all other creative works and artworks available on the Site are exclusively owned by B-Payment. For any use of any content of the Site prior written expressed consent granted by B-Payment is required!

B-Payment makes every effort to ensure that the material published on the Site is current, complete and correct. However, errors and mistakes cannot be completely excluded. B-Payment shall not be liable for the relevance, accuracy, or completeness of the information and content published on the Site, and it shall not be responsible for any direct or consequential damage, loss of profits, or additional costs or damage of any kind suffered as a result of any use of any content on this Site.

Links directing to the main page and sub-pages of the Site can be placed without the prior written consent of B-Payment. The link may only direct to the full page. It is prohibited to place a link that makes the impression that any part of the Site or the content thereof would directly or indirectly refer to any other website or its content or what would appear as part of such. The Site may contain several links to other sites. B-Payment is not responsible for the content or accuracy of such external sites.

You agree not to interfere with, disrupt, or attempt to interfere with or disrupt the operation of the Site or of the networks connected to the Site, and to abide to any security policies.

Subscription to newsletters and access to services provided by the B-Payment may require user registration. For more info please read carefully our Privacy Policy.

Though we do our best to maintain high availability of the Site we do not guarantee 24/7 proper operation of Site.

B-Payment Zrt. 2018 All rights reserved!

B-Payment © name and official logo herein and available on the [www.b-payment.com](http://www.b-payment.com) website are subject to copyright!